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Everyone likes to relax themselves by doing different things after a long and hectic day schedule. 
As per the survey it has been judged that there is nothing interesting more than playing a computer
fun puzzle games. From all the games available online, bubble shooter are more preferable games.

But usually people like games which includes bit action and requires little mind and imagination too.
The very popular game of such type is bubble shooter.

Bubble shooter game is a pack of many addictive games as it includes shooting theme, strategy,
action and puzzle games. These games usually developed for Microsoft Windows, but bubble
shooter is compatible with all types of windows and available in every corner of the internet. The
game is reintroduced with the advance versions and also available in different devices and
platforms.

How to play

Very basic and simple idea lies behind the game. To play the game you have to follow the simple
procedure. You have to just shoot the bubbles in speed before they reach the bottom of the screen
and to shoot the bubbles you will be provided with a gun which fire the colored balls and to hit the
bubbles you have to shoot them with the ball of same color. As you hit the correct bubble, the other
bubbles connected with that of same color will also disappear. So, it become easy to shoot as much
bubble as you can in one shot with little planning and using tricks.

Make sure that you hit the bubble of matching color because if you miss the shot you will get the pile
of bubbles and you will be in bubble trouble. The game follows a tradition of other trouble games like
Tetris.  If you manage the game you will maintained it for long and if you come down from the track
you will automatically come near to looser position. It seems to be a very simple game but as one
starts playing the game he feels that game is more interesting and entertaining.

If you really want to play the bubble puzzle games, Bubble shooter will be the best option for you.
But itâ€™s not only for the person who love playing puzzle games but also for all the people who like
playing.

You should give a try to these puzzle games. You will really find these games unique and
entertaining as there are many options and versions in same game which can be played.
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For the best a bubble shooter game to play you can log on to www.puzzlebubbleshooter.com/ also.
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